This paper presents the development of a digital model to simulate the Egyptian power grid at 500 kV and 220 kV levels. A professionally available DIgSILENT power system computation package is used. A brief description of the system is given, which includes generating units, transformers, transmission lines and loads. The system includes different types of power plants such as thermal, hydro, and wind. The automatic voltage regulator and speed governor of each unit are simulated in the model. The model is used to perform power system studies such as load flows, short circuit, contingency and stability for the purposes of performance evaluation and insuring compliance with the technical requirements of the Grid Code. The Performance Code of the Egyptian Grid Code is briefly described and used to evaluate the system performance at different operating scenarios, including steady state and transient analyses. Sample of the simulation results are presented to show the capabilities of the model in various system studies.
Introduction
Electricity utilities over the world perform power system studies by using digital models to simulate electric grids. The models are used for long-term and short-term planning studies including steady-state and dynamic analyses. These models are based on computer packages with versatile facilities to represent large scale power systems, including generators, turbines, exciters, transformers, transmission lines, loads and various control devices [1] - [8] . These commercially available software packages provide a convenient platform for system studies. A general review of power system modelling platforms and capabilities is described in [9] . Various power system analysis software tools are reviewed and compared in [10] . The software tools are used for performing test cases and scenarios in an offline environment so that electric power grids can be professionally planned, optimized and operated.
DIgSILENT PowerFactory software provides highly specialized services in the field of electrical power systems for energy transmission, distribution, generation, industrial plants, renewable energy and smart grid [1] . The name DIgSILENT stands for "Digital SImuLation and Electrical NeTwork calculation program''. It provides an integrated power system analysis software package covering the full range of standard and highly complicated applications. This professional software is widely used in power system analysis by electricity utilities and research academia worldwide [11] - [17] . Application to Nordic32 test system (with 400 kV, 220 kV and 130 kV) is described in [11] . A test system model for stability studies of UK power grid is presented in [12] . The studies concerned with future UK system with different types of generators including high penetration of wind energy. Modelling and steady state analysis of the 400 kV and 220 kV Indian North Eastern Regional Grid are explored in [13] , using PSS®E and DIgSILENT. Dynamic analysis of Southern Africa Power Pool (SAPP) network is described in [14] . The SAPP network consists of twelve countries represented by the electric utilities in addition to two independent power producer and independent transmission company. The SAPP model is mainly at 400 kV and 330 kV level. Various applications of modeling and studies of power systems are available in [15] - [16] . Development of a digital model of Oman power grid using is described in [17] . This paper presents the development of a digital computer model which represents the 500/220 kV Egyptian grid, using DIgSILENT software. The model is used for the purposes of system steady-state and transient studies. The grid was simulated based on the 2016 available real operating conditions in terms of maximum load, generator static and dynamic data, transmission lines data and transformers data. To achieve a reliable, secure and high-quality operation for the power system, a grid code should be followed. The grid code includes the limits and constraints of power system elements operation at different conditions. In this paper the Performance Code of the Egyptian Grid Code [18] is briefly described and used to evaluate the system performance at different operating scenarios.
The software package is briefly described in Section II. The Egyptian power system is described in Section III. Section IV describes system modeling and section V provides a brief discussion on the Performance Code of the Egyptian Grid Code. Section VI presents sample of results, and finally Section VII summaries the main conclusions.
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DIgSILENT Software
In order to simulate a real power grid and perform static and dynamic studies, software with high capabilities should be used. In this paper, the professional software package DIgSILENT PowerFactory [1] is used for modelling and system studies of the Egyptian power grid. It is a computer aided engineering tool used for power system studies of utility, industrial, and commercial electrical systems. It has been developed as an advanced integrated and interactive software package to facilitate necessary studies leading to satisfy the main objectives of power system planning and operation optimization. The following main integration characteristics make the DIgSILENT a unique power system analysis tool:
i. Vertical integration ii.
Functional integration iii.
Database integration
The concept of vertical integration allows sharing of models of system components among all analysis functions which include: load flow analysis, optimal power flow, short-circuit analysis, contingency analysis, stability, EMT simulations, eigenvalue calculation, model parameter identification, reliability assessment, harmonics analysis, optimization of distribution networks, protection system, network reduction, and state estimation. The database integration means all data required for defining case studies, operational scenarios, one-line diagram, other graphics, outputs results, running conditions, calculation options, and user-defined models, are common in the DIgSILENT representation of the grid. The simulation of the grid is done by drawing the single line diagram of the grid and then entering the data of each component or by selecting its type using the program built in library. A user library can be established for the study system containing selected and new defined models.
Nowadays smart grids with increasing renewables penetration levels became a global trend, this software helps in this process by including models of all renewable sources and enabling the entry of the source characteristics which reflect the facts of the variability and uncertainty of renewable source. DIgSILENT also provides DGS files interface which enables large data exchange in online mode or offline mode with other software applications such as GIS and SCADA. Its typical applications include optional export of grid models, graphic models, or calculation results from DIgSILENT into external data source and import of complete grid models into it [19] .
Egyptian Power System Description
The simulated 500/220 kV Egyptian grid consists of: 23 single-circuit structure 500 kV transmission lines, 172 double-circuit 220 kV transmission lines, 23 single-circuit 220 kV transmission line, 1 four-circuit 220 kV transmission, 38 (500/220 kV) autotransformers, 213 two-windings unit transformers in addition to loads and static reactive power compensators (reactors and capacitors). Currently, the Egyptian grid is connected to Libya power grid (at 220 kV level) and to Jordon power grid (at 500/400 kV level). In near future it will be connected to Saudi Arabia grid through a DC link to exchange 3000 MW. The Egyptian transmission grid is fed from the power stations listed in Table I , based on 2016 data. The three large power plants at New Administration Capital, Beni Sweif and Burollos are still under construction. These new power plants are not included here, but can be added to the model after fully commissioned. The loads were simulated based on the 2016 peak load which is 30.8 GW as shown in Fig. 2 [21].
System Modeling
A. Synchronous Generators
The simulated Egyptian grid includes 213 generating units in 42 power stations with ratings varies from 5.8 MW in Sharm Sheikh for the smallest unit to 650 MW in Ain Sokhna and Abu Kir New for the largest unit. The generator is modeled by a 7th order dynamical model [22] , [23] .
ICEENG-11 5 The DIgSILENT provides highly accurate models to represent the generators which can be used for the whole range of different analyses starting from load flow calculations to very complex transient simulation. The program represents the magnetic saturation and considers its effects in the simulation.
B. Prime Mover and Governor Systems
The generating units of the Egyptian grid are driven by gas turbines, steam turbines, hydro turbines, combined cycle (gas + steam) in addition to wind turbines. The program library contains various types of turbine standard models including IEEE representations [24] . The user can select the model which represents with the turbine type. Alternatively, if a particular model is available, it can be simulated in the model. Fig. 3 shows the selected models of the turbines and speed governors. The GAST model is used to represent all gas turbine and speed-governor systems, in the Egyptian grid, either open cycle or combined cycle types. The TGOV1 model is used to represent steam turbine prime mover systems. These include conventional separate steam turbines or that part in a combined cycle configuration. In the combined cycle power plant, the governor valve of the steam part is made insensitive to frequency variations, since the frequency response is usually achieved through the speed governor of the gas turbine part. The HYGOV represents the governor of hydraulic power stations as illustrated in Fig. 4 .
C. Automatic Voltage Regulators (AVRs)
Each type of the generators has its own automatic voltage regulator to keep the generator terminal voltage at a certain set-point [25] . The DIgSILENT library includes most of these types. In the Egyptian grid the most used types are IEEE EXST1 model, IEEE SEXS model and IEEE EXAC1 model. Fig. 5 shows the block diagram of the IEEE EXST1 AVR model. 
D. Transformers
This model includes various types of transformers including 500/220 kV autotransformer, and unit transformers. The transformer type is chosen with a typical number of steps as illustrated in the grid given data. The unit transformers are designed with a MVA rating equivalent to that of the unit generator with tap changing step 1.25%. The ratings of the 500/220 kV transformers are 500 MVA while the unit transformers ratings vary between 24 MVA to 500 MVA.
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E. Transmission Lines
The model includes transmission lines with different conductor types, different ratings and different voltage levels mainly (500 kV level and 220 kV level). Few lines are 132 kV, but not included here. The transmission line is drawn first in the single line diagram and then its data should be assigned, the type data includes ampere rating, voltage level, positive sequence resistance and reactance, zero sequence resistance and reactance in addition to positive sequence admittance and zero sequence admittance. The lines are all represented in the form of π equivalent circuits. The program asks for the length of the line and the number of circuit to be included in all calculations after inserting the type data. A few cables are included in the transmission lines of the grid with same procedure of input data as the overhead transmission lines.
F. Reactors and Capacitors
There are some shunt reactors and capacitors connected to certain busbars or transmission lines in the Egyptian power grid and are represented in the model. These capacitors and reactors main target is to keep voltage at certain limits in case of increasing or decreasing of the load reactive power. The rating of the reactors varies from 25 to 165 MVAr while capacitors vary from 3.6 to 200 MVAr.
G. Loads
The loads can be represented on the power system as constant active and reactive power or as voltage dependent load or as a dynamic load. The induction motors in the power system represent the most consumed load among all other loads in the power system. The way of load representation differs based on the phenomena of study. In this paper the load is represented as constant active power and power factor.
Performance Code
The Egyptian Transmission System Code (ETSC), known as "Grid Code" [12] , sets out the relationship between the Transmission System Operator (TOS) and users of the grid which includes: Generation Companies (GENCOs), Distribution Companies (DISCOs) and bulk customers directly connected to the transmission grid. The objective is to ensure safety, efficiency and security of the transmission grid while ensuring that all users are treated equally and fairly. The Grid Code consists of a number of codes. Section 5 of the Grid Code is called the "Performance Code". It concerns with the quality of electric power and the operation of the transmission system in a safe and efficient manner with a high degree of reliability and specifies safety standards for the protection of personnel in the work environment. In the system studies described here, the following extracts from the Performance Code should be considered:
A. Operational and Planning Criteria
"The 500 kV and 400 kV transmission systems shall be planned and operated so that no single contingency, at these voltages levels, results in unacceptable frequency,
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voltage or large scale demand disconnection; this is known as (N-1) criterion. Also, the 220 kV, 132 kV and 66 kV transmission systems shall be planned and operated so that any two contingencies, at theses voltage levels, results in unacceptable frequency, voltage or large scale demand disconnection; i.e. (N-2) criterion."
B. Voltage Limits
"Under normal operating conditions, the voltage at all connection points should be limited between 95% and 105% of its nominal value. The voltage may fall to a value between 90% and 95%, or rise to between 105% and 110% for a period not exceeding 1 minute. During a fault, voltages may fall transiently to zero, or may rise to 140%, for a period not exceeds 1 second."
C. Frequency Limits
"The nominal fundamental frequency in the Egyptian grid shall be 50 Hz. The control of the system frequency shall be the responsibility of the TSO; which is the Egyptian Electricity Transmission Company. The TSO shall maintain the system frequency within 49.95 Hz and 50.05 Hz during normal operating conditions."
D. Short-circuit Level
"Short circuit duty for all circuit breakers in the grid must be consistent with the Table  2 ." Tables 3 and 4 show samples of the power flow calculations' results for the simulated Egyptian power grid. Table 3 includes the voltage in per unit and voltage angle while  Table 4 includes the loading in percentage of the lines. The results show that the system is working in an acceptable operating condition where all the generators, transformers, busbars and lines are within the normal ranges as per the requirements of the Egyptian Performance Grid Code as illustrated in the previous section. Cairo 500-North Giza transmission line needs attention for not exceeding load.
System Studies
A. Power Flow Calculations
B. Short-Circuit Calculations
The DIgSILENT includes functions to calculate the single phase and three phase short circuit analysis. The complete method is used for calculating the short-circuit current. Table 5 includes sample of the results of single and three phase maximum
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short circuit currents at some 220 kV busbars. The short circuit current at some busbars (Mahalla, Domiat, New Domiat, October and others) is near the maximum limit mentioned in the previous section. It is recommended to replace the CB at these busbars to 50 kA fault rating if they are still 40 kA. The CB fault rating at Cairo 220 is 63 kA. The calculated short circuit currents at all 500 kV busbars are within the corresponding fault ratings. Other methods for fault current limitations are discussed in [26] . 
C. Contingency Analysis
The DIgSILENT includes the contingency analysis. It enables the user to choose whether to select a certain contingency and study the whole system performance or the program can assume all the possible contingencies and determine the marked result of each one. Analyses are performed to rate the contingencies in terms of the risk that occurred due to the contingency. Table 6 shows the contingencies that lead to under voltage out of acceptable limit which is 10% below the rated value during contingency state. The contingency analysis was performed on the developed model to test (N-2) security for the 220 kV transmission lines and (N-1) security for the 500 kV lines based on the Egyptian Grid Code requirements. A proposed solution to overcome these issues is to install a new circuit to each of the Refa-South Assuit link and Cairo 500-North Giza 500 link, but this would need high costs and may not be practically feasible, particularly in Cairo region. An alternative solution is to install a capacitor of 50 MVAr at Refa 220 busbar or and a 375 MVAr capacitor at Magaga busbar. In this case the voltage at these busbars will be within the acceptable range.
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D. Small-Disturbance Analysis
Small-disturbance stability analysis of the Egyptian power system has been studied by calculating the system eigenvalues. Figure 6 shows the locations of critical eigenvalues in the s-domain. All have negative real parts, thus indicating system stability. The damping ratios of all modes are within the requirements of the Grid Code, although the system model does not include representation of power system stabilizers. 
E. Large-Disturbance Stability
Using the developed model, various transient studies can be simulated such as line outage, generator tripping, short circuit, changing load, etc. The program enables the user to record the response of any variable of any component of the system preevent, during event and also post event. Figures 7, 8 and 9 show the system responses to a three phase short circuit test occurred at North Giza busbar. Frequency, voltage and rotor angle responses are shown. The system is stable with acceptable damping.
Conclusion
The paper has presented the development of a digital model for simulating the Egyptian power grid based on a commercially software DIgSILENT power system simulation package. The model has been successfully used in the assessment of power system performance and compliance with the grid code. Simulation results have been presented to show the model capabilities in implementing various system studies. These include both steady state (load-flow & short-circuit, contingency) and transient stability analyses (three-phase fault), in addition to small-disturbance stability study based on eigenvalue analysis. Some problems have been identified such as higher short-circuit levels at some busbars. Proposed solutions to these problems have been discussed. The model can be used in further steady-state and transient studies. 
